SOUNDS OF HEALING LYRICS COMPETITION ENTRY FORM
Name: ______________________________________
Address: ____________________________________
Address: ____________________________________
City, Country, Postal code: ______________________
Email: _______________________________________
Tel: _________________________________________
Age: ______
Preferred Pronouns: _____________________________
Student? If yes; where and what level: _____________________________________
Profession: ___________________________________________________________
LICENSE/USE OF SUBMISSIONS: Entering the [Contest] does not transfer any copyright
ownership rights to Genesis and, absent a separate assignment in writing executed by
[Songwriter] in favor of Genesis, [Songwriter] (and any cowriters) continue to own all such rights
in the [Submission], including, without limitation, the underlying musical composition and sound
recording. Notwithstanding the foregoing, through making a [Submission], [Songwriters] (or the
party uploading the [Submission]) grants Genesis a [non-exclusive], worldwide, irrevocable,
unlimited, royalty-free, sub-licensable right to display, distribute, dispose of, exploit, reproduce,
host, transmit, publish, publicly perform, edit, adapt, perform, modify, copy, disseminate, and
otherwise use the [Submission], including, without limitation, the copyright in the sound
recording and the underlying musical composition embodied therein and any and all ancillary
and subsidiary rights therein (including, without limitation, the [Songwriter’s] and any cowriter’s
name(s), biographical information, place of residence, likeness(es), and any artwork submitted),
online or in any other media now known or hereafter devised, for Genesis’s advertising,
publicity, and promotion of Genesis and Genesis contests, without additional compensation and
without permission or notification to [Songwriter(s)] (including all cowriters, band, and/or group
members, if applicable) of any kind.
PLEASE NOTE: This paragraph above means you give Genesis at the Crossroads all the
publishing rights but retain the copyright to your submitted lyrics. If you would like, you can also
assign the copyright as a gift to Genesis at the Crossroads.)
I agree to the terms above,
Signature: ____________________________
Name printed: _________________________
All in capital letters First Name, Last Name (As it appears on official paperwork/passport)
Your nickname: _________________________

Date: ___________

Please email this completed form to info@gatc.org on or before January 19, 2021

